The analytical equation for the dissolution slowness surface of III-V crystals that belong to point group 4 43 m is derived using a tensorial analysis of the anisotropic chemical dissolution. The role played by orientation functions in the generation of the dissolution slowness extrema is discussed. Four different databases composed of dissolution constants are proposed. The final shape of cross-sectional dissolution profiles etched in differently oriented GaAs surfaces is analyzed and compared with published experimental results. Finally etching shapes of micromachined membranes and mesa are derived showing that the anisotropy for the GaAs crystal is probably of type 2 rather than of type 1.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, semi-conducting GaAs has been studied because it is one of the III-V crystals widely used for electronic and optical devices. Moreover, on one hand, semi-conducting type P GaAs possesses a high shear piezoresistance coefficient p 44 [1] and on the other hand, semi-insulating GaAs shows interesting piezoelectric properties [2] . So in the past few years applications of piezoresistive and piezoelectric effects in GaAs have been investigated to design new mechanical sensors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The reason for this interest is the possibility of fabricating micro-mechanical devices in GaAs wafers by micromachining. Effectively several studies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have shown that the chemical etching of GaAs in various etchants is anisotropic. In the micromachining of mechanical devices the anisotropy provides reproducible shapes because structures are often limited by crystallographic planes. It is in particular the case of silicon for which the micromachining technology prevails for industrial applications. Previously published results [7] [8] [9] 13] on the anisotropic etching of GaAs plates indicate that grooves micromachined in (0 0 1), {1 1 0} and {1 1 1} plates are bounded by crystallographic planes. However, the GaAs crystal has a noncentrosymmetric structure, and consequently one can reasonably expect that grooves with different dissolution profiles will be formed on the two sides of (hk0) and (hhl) plates. Shaw [7] and Takebe et al. [9] report that grooves micromachined along orthogonal h1 1 0i directions on (0 0 1), (1 1 0), (1 1 1)B and (1 1 1)A wafers exhibit effectively different cross-sectional shapes. However, to our knowledge, there is a lack of information for structures micromachined on others (hk0) and (hhl) GaAs plates even if these orientations have potential advantages for some piezoelectric and piezoresistive applications.
The anisotropic etching of crystals can be conveniently described by kinematic models. These models offer the possibility of prediction for etching shapes [9, 13] specially by using Wullf type constructions [7] . Among these models the kinematic and tensorial model (KT model) proposed several years ago by Tellier [15] [16] has the advantage of allowing us to derive etching shapes by numerical simulations [17] [18] [19] [20] . The aim of this paper is, in the first step, to develop calculations to express the analytical equation for the dissolution slowness surface of III-V crystals belonging to the 4 43 m crystallographic class and to outline the role played by orientation functions. Secondly, several sets of dissolution constants are used to generate (1 1 0) polar plots of the dissolution slowness that agree with previously published results. In particular theoretical cross-sectional shapes for grooves are derived from proposed dissolution slowness surfaces and compared with experimental shapes. Finally, theoretical investigations were made in order to provide additional information on the micromachining of GaAs surfaces.
DISSOLUTION CONSTANTS AND DISSOLUTION SLOWNESS SURFACE

Theoretical Framework of the KT Model
The KT model is a 3D model [15] directly derived from the Frank's model [21] . As other kinematic models [13, 15, 22] the aim of the model is to calculate the displacement P of a moving surface element DS of any orientation within the crystal during the dissolution. As suggested by Frank and co-workers [21] , Tellier introduces a dissolution slowness vector L to characterize the anisotropy of the chemical attack. This vector is related to a physical measurable quantity, namely the etch rate of a crystallographic plane. Let us recall that the dissolution slowness vector L is defined in such a way that its magnitude L is the reciprocal of the etch rate and its direction coincides with that of the unit inward normal n to the surface element. It is clear that when the orientation of the surface element varies, the vector L generates in space a representative surface named the dissolution slowness surface. At this point it should be remarked that the displacement vector P of a moving surface element can be determined if the dissolution slowness surface is known [15] . The major advantage of the KT model is to propose an analytical equation for the dissolution slowness surface from which Cartesian components of displacement vectors can be calculated. Tellier adopted a tensorial method to express the dependence L(j,y) of the magnitude of the dissolution slowness vector on orientation. If we adopt the convention referred to in Ref. [23] the orientation of a surface element corresponding to a doubly rotated plate is defined by two angles of cut j and y in such a way that the Cartesian components of the unit vector n in the reference system (crystallographic axes) are given by
Consequently the orientation dependence of L(j,y) can be conveniently replaced by a dependence on n 1 , n 2 and n 3 . Tellier [15] [16] [17] suggested that the equation for the dissolution slowness L(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) can be written as a polynomial regression involving the Cartesian components of n. So we have an equation
in which the dissolution constants D i , D ij , D ijk , . . . are components of dissolution tensors of increasing ranks. The number of dissolution constants for a tensor of given rank N R is reduced in two ways:
(i) Firstly, we cannot distinguish products of Cartesian components obtained by permutations so we assume that dissolution constants corresponding to permutations of subscripts are equal. (ii) Secondly, the number of dissolution constants is reduced by the symmetry of the crystal.
So we are sure that the analytical equation for the dissolution slowness surface will reflect all the symmetry of the crystal.
To determine the independent dissolution constants for the crystallographic class 4 43 m we adopt a procedure that is described in the following section.
The Independent Dissolution Constants
First of all let us recall that the majority of III-V crystals (GaAs, GaP, InSb, . . . ) belong to the 4 43 m crystallographic class of the cubic system. The Cartesian references axes (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) coincide with the h1 0 0i directions. Moreover the zincblende structure possesses three inverse four-fold axes that correspond to h1 0 0i directions. It should also be noticed that for all classes of the cubic system a cyclic permutation of indices leaves the atomic arrangement unchanged, that is to say, leaves components of tensors unchanged.
Let us now consider a transformation from references axes (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) to primed axes
3 ) in which the dissolution constants are changed into primed dissolution constants. It is clear that if the transformation is a symmetry transformation associated with point group 4 43 m, primed dissolution constants must be equal to corresponding reference constants. Dissolution constants that do not verify this condition must vanish.
At this point it is of interest to recall that dissolution constants transform as do the products of corresponding coordinates. For the point group 4 43 m and for a symmetry transformation associated with 4 4 axes the coordinates transform as follows: 4 4 axis
so e.g. for a tensor of rank 7 according to Eq. 1 we have From these relations we can conclude that D 1112222 and D 1113333 vanish. In fact examination of Eqns. (3)- (5) indicates that for tensors of even rank the remaining dissolution constants are those corresponding to combinations of even numbers of subscripts 1 and=or 2 and=or 3. For tensors of odd rank the independent dissolution constants are those that possess odd numbers of subscripts 1-3. Further we take into account that a cyclic permutation of subscripts does not modify the physical properties. For example, for a tensor of rank 7 we obtain the two following complementary relations between dissolution constants
Applying this procedure for dissolution tensors of rank N R up to 12 we obtain the nonvanishing dissolution constants listed in Table I . For convenience in this table we adopt for tensors of rank N R > 5 the following notation for the subscripts
where N i , N j , and N k are the number of subscripts i, j and k, respectively. 
Note: N D is the number of dissolution constants as obtained by permutations of subscripts i, j and k. The dissolution constants that are retained to express the analytical Eq. (7) are indicated in parentheses.
The Equation for the Dissolution Slowness Surface and the Orientation Functions
At this point it is necessary to recall that according to the first procedure of reduction [reduction (i), Sec. 2.1] an independent dissolution constant for a tensor of rank N R appears N D times in the equation for the dissolution slowness in such a way that
So accounting for Table I and relation (6) we obtain the following equation for the dissolution slowness surface
where we introduce the orientation functions G g , H h and K k that are defined by relations:
In view of Eq. (9) it is obvious that H 1 ¼ 1. So in Eq. (7) for tensors of rank N R > 8 this term is replaced by unity in order to simplify the final expression. Let us recall that the Cartesian components of the unit inward normal n to a surface element with angles of cut (j,y) are given by Eq. (1). Hence functions H h and K k are even functions of angles of cut j and y. Changes of 180 in the angles of cut leave the dissolution slowness L unchanged. This behavior is also met by the function G g when g takes even values. Moreover only dissolution constants related to H h and K k determine the dissolution slowness of {h k 0} plates (j ¼ j o , y ¼ 0 ). So the two faces of {h k 0} GaAs plates etch with the same rate. In contrast the dissolution slowness L of {h h l}surfaces [j ¼ À45
, y ¼ y o for an (h h l) surface] involves dissolution constants associated with G g functions. Consequently the two faces of {h h l} plates must have different dissolution slownesses. Thus the experimental determination of dissolution constants from an analysis of experimental shapes will be more complicated for GaAs than for Si. Therefore it seems of interest to follow the evolution in the polar graphs of functions G g , H h and K k with the polar angle C. Values C min and C max of the polar angle corresponding to minima and maxima in polar graphs, respectively, are thus determined. Effectively let us recall that the (0 1 0) polar graph illustrates changes in the dissolution slowness L {hk0} of {h k 0} surfaces while the (1 1 0) polar graph gives dissolution slownesses L {hhl} . So consider j e and y e to be values of angles of cut corresponding to extrema (e ¼ min for minima, e ¼ max for maxima) in (0 1 0) and (1 1 0) polar graphs of orientation functions, respectively. It is clear that we can extract values of j e (for {h k 0} surfaces) and of y e (for {h h l} surfaces) from (0 0 1) and (0 1 1) polar graphs, respectively. Figures 1-3 give polar plots of orientation functions in (0 1 0), in (1 1 0) and in some (h h l) planes including the (1 1 1) plane. As the purpose of this study is to determine angles related to extrema for some orientation functions we give magnified representations of polar plots. Moreover Figure 4 shows polar graphs related to some combinations of orientation functions appearing in Eq. (7). From a careful examination of these graphs some essential features are typified:
(i) The (0 1 0) polar graphs related to H h and K k functions give effectively similar values when the polar angle is changed from j to j þ180 in accordance with the preceding remark.
(ii) A similar behavior is observed for (1 1 0) polar graphs related to H h and K k when the polar angle is changed from y to y þ180 . (iii) If we consider the cross-sectional planes (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) we observe that angles for which polar plots of H h pass through extrema remain unchanged when we work with dissolution tensors with increasing rank N R (see e.g. Fig. 2 ). (iv) If we examine {1 1 0} polar graphs related to G 1 , G 2 and G 3 in Figure 1 and if we now consider absolute values of G i we obtain similar values for angles C e whatever the value of subscript g. Only {h h '} polar diagrams show a more complex evolution with N R . (v) In the case of K k functions the nature of an extremum generated for a given angle C e is inverted when the subscript k takes successively odd and even values [compare (1 1 0) graphs related to K 1 and K 2 in Fig. 3 ]. Taking into account these observations for polar angles C e corresponding to extrema in (0 0 1), (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) polar graphs of G g , H h and K k functions are shown in Table II.  This table reveals several interesting features: (i) In the (0 0 1) cross-sectional plane the orientation functions H h and K k exhibit extrema for angles corresponding to {1 0 0} and {1 1 0} crystallographic planes independently of the tensor rank N R . However, although minima and maxima occur for {1 1 0} and {1 0 0} planes in the case of H h functions we observe that the role of {1 0 0} and {1 1 0} planes are interchanged for K k functions. Moreover, using the combined orientation functions does not introduce new values for angles associated with extrema. ). These orientations also play a major role when we are concerned with extrema related to K k or G g functions. However, for tensors of higher rank function K 3 and some combined functions show extrema for angles C e that correspond to surfaces other than {1 0 0}, {1 1 0} and {1 1 1}. In fact the values are close to values associated with the {554} or {1 1 2} surfaces. (iii) If we turn our attention to (1 1 1) polar graphs and to extrema of a given type (minimum or maximum) we observe that in most cases extrema in H h and K k orientation functions appear for the following sets of values (C e ¼ 0 , 60 , 120 , 180 or C e ¼ 30 , 90 , 150 ) with a change in the extremum type sometimes when we look at G g and K k . These sets of values remain valid for functions G 2 and G 4 that are involved in tensors of even rank. Values of C e extracted for G 1 and G 3 polar diagrams also belong to these two sets. Thus {1 1 0} and {1 1 2} surfaces seem to be associated with extrema in {1 1 1} polar graphs of orientation functions.
In conclusion it appears that it is not possible to adjust only one dissolution constant (related to a specific orientation function) to generate a valley or a protuberance for a specific orientation. In fact we have to modify several dissolution constants simultaneously without ignoring the fact that a change in a dissolution constant will affect several cross-sectional polar plots. (1 1 2) and (2 2 1) cross-sections in order to distinguish more easily the secondary extrema in the H 6 polar plot.
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However, the dissolution constants related to G g functions or to combined (G g , H h ) functions will play a major role in the apparition of protuberances and valleys corresponding to {1 1 1} surfaces. Different dissolution slowness surfaces are proposed in the following section and are discussed in terms of results previously reported in the literature [7] [8] [9] . changes in etch rate with orientation of {hh'} surfaces. (iv) In the case of {1 0 0} plates one of the two faces does not correspond to a protuberance of the dissolution slowness surface in contrast with the silicon crystal behavior [13, [18] [19] [20] [24] [25] [26] . These authors also estimated values of intersection angles a i that successive facets forming a cross-sectional profile (Fig. 5 ) make with the reference surface.
Shaw [7] studied the morphology of {1 1 0} dissolution profiles (localized etching) etched in (0 0 1) GaAs using various H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 and HCl: 1H 2 O 2 etchant compositions. He concluded that the anisotropy ratio k {111} and final shape of dissolution profiles varied systematically with the etchant composition. In particular the anisotropy ratio was found to take values in the range 4.2-1.5. Moreover, Shaw proposed approximate polar plots [lying in the (1 1 0) section] for the etching rate of {h h '} planes from which predicted dissolution profiles were geometrically constructed. He showed that whatever k {111} (0 1 1) is cross-sectional localized dissolution profiles are re-entrant profiles (Fig. 5 ) in accordance with previous published results [8, 9] . However, it was clearly demonstrated that the extent of limiting facets that participate to the (1 1 0) dissolution profile depends on the anisotropy ratio. In fact for the FIGURE 5 A schematic representation of a re-entrant profile, similar to those proposed by Shaw [7] , that is composed of a facet with an inward normal n in ! and a facet with an outward normal n out ! . Definition of successive intersection angles a i . concentrations the {1 1 1}B surface dissolves more rapidly than the {1 1 1}A surface when the anisotropy ratio k {111} varies from about 3.8 to about 0.9. They also controlled values of successive intersection angles a i and connected these angles with main limiting {h h '} facets. Here again elements associated with the {1 1 1}A planes were found to be less curved than elements connected with the {1 1 1}B planes.
Dissolution Slowness Surfaces for GaAs and Theoretical Etching Shapes
Taking into account the main features summarized in Section 3.1 we retain four different databases (sets of dissolution constants) that give (Tab. III) values in the range 4.2-1.7 for the anisotropy ratio k {111} ¼ L {111}A =L {111}B . Figures 6 and 7 illustrate a change in the polar plots of L with orientation for the laws 1-4. In order to make a comparison with Shaw's results [7] more simple, the (1 1 0) polar diagrams of the etching rate are drawn in Figure 8 . The reader can see that (1 0 0) polar diagrams for laws 1 and 2 differ even if anisotropy ratios are close together. Moreover (1 0 0) polar diagrams are similar for laws 1 and 4 but modifications in the dissolution constants are performed in order to increase the anisotropy ratio from 1.87 (law 1) to 4.13 (law 4). In this condition (1 1 0) polar diagrams become markedly different.
Turning our attention to Figure 8 it appears that {1 1 1}A planes are associated with minima in the etch rate (i.e. with maxima in L) for the four laws investigated here. Depending on the anisotropy ratio k {111} the etch rate of {1 1 1}B planes corresponds either to a maximum in the etch rate diagram (laws 1 and 4) or to a minimum (laws 2 and 3). Values of polar angles associated with minima and maxima in the {1 0 0} and {1 1 0} polar diagrams for L are listed in Table IV. Figures 6-8 and Table IV show the following: (i) It is possible to generate a limited number of extrema in the {1 1 0} polar diagrams that in fact are correlated to {1 0 0} and {1 1 1} crystallographic planes even if we generate more complex {1 0 0} polar graphs that contain four extrema in the angular sector (0 , 45 ) (see figures related to laws 1 and 4). However, the converse situation [i.e., more complex shape for the {1 1 0} polar graph than for the {1 0 0} polar graph] is easier to meet.
(ii) Observing the changes in {1 1 0} polar diagrams of R {hh'} in the vicinity of h0 0 1i
directions, it appears that for the four databases the etching rate passes through a maximum and through a minimum for the [0 0 1] and [0 0 1 1] directions, respectively, in close accordance with the figures of Shaw [7] . 1 1 0) and (1 1 1) crosssectional planes, respectively. For convenience some crystallographic directions are also indicated in these diagrams. Table II . This is due to the introduction of more than ten dissolution constants (ranks 9-12). Effectively, combinations of dissolution constants with opposite signs and with different magnitudes allow us to generate additional extrema.
It is possible to derive etching laws that can crudely account for behaviors reported in the literature. At this point it should be remarked that generation of laws with R {100} > R {110} can be performed by modifications of dissolution constants D i (10) and D i (12) . However, the purpose of this study is to investigate the formation of limiting sidewalls in localized etchings. So slight changes in these constants that leave the nature of L {100} extrema in {1 1 0} polar graphs unchanged has, according to dissolution criteria [27] , no influence on the identification of limiting sidewalls.
Localized Etchings
In this section we investigate etching shapes of cross-sectional dissolution profiles of grooves etched on {1 0 0}, {1 1 0} and {1 1 1} planes and aligned along various directions D A that make an angle C A with the rotated x Note: Subscripts min and max are given for the minimum and maximum, respectively. shapes are derived from polar diagrams of L using the simulator TENSOSIM. This simulator that is based on the KT model was described elsewhere [18-20, 25, 28] . In the case of the (0 1 0) plane we have chosen to derive cross-sectional profiles corresponding to C A ¼ AE45 in order to make a direct comparison with respective (0 1 1) and (0 1 1 1) schematic dissolution profiles proposed by Shaw [7] . For grooves micromachined on a (1 1 0) plane we studied the evolution of dissolution profiles lying in the (0 0 1) , Tab. V) indicate clearly that this limiting facet is in fact a {1 1 1}A facet. These theoretical results agree well with Shaw's observations and theoretical predictions [7] . This accordance particularly concerns changes in facet f 2 with the anisotropy ratio k {111} .
Let 
profiles that for law 4 investigated here contain elements with an outward normal. For laws 1 and 4 we count three linear elements because polar graphs of L (Figs 6 and 7) in the angular sector (À90 , 0 ) exhibit three maxima. The number of linear elements is reduced for profiles derived from law 2 whereas law 3 gives rise to curved profiles [ Fig. 11(c) ] with a i in the range 50 -30 due to the presence of a relatively smooth maximum associated with a {1 0 0} plane on the (0 0 1) polar graph of L. It should be pointed out that very different values for intersection angles were reported in the literature [8, 9] , and so for (0 0 1) cross-sectional profiles it is difficult to make a significant comparison between theoretical shapes and experiments. 
.
FIGURE 11 Theoretical 2D etching shapes for the cross-sections of grooves etched on surfaces indicated in the figures and aligned along specified directions defined by an angle C A . Dissolution profiles are derived from law 2. For various surfaces the angle C A takes the following values:
. The duration of etching in the case of profiles (c) and (d) is divided by 2.
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The situation is more complex for (1 1 1 0) cross-sectional profiles. Cross-sectional etching shapes exhibit two different profiles whatever the law under consideration. The right profile named for convenience profile 2 is exclusively composed of elements with an outward normal. In most cases profile 2 is a curved profile with intersection angle in the range (50 -10 ) (see Tab Figs 9d-12d ) exhibit a nearly vertical element as frequently observed in literature [8, 9] . Careful examination of {1 1 0} polar graphs reveals that this element corresponds to the formation of the {1 0 0} facet for which a maximum of L occurs on polar diagrams. We can also distinguish on some cross-sectional profile 1 a linear element associated with a {1 1 1}B facet (intersection angle a i %35
) when a second maximum occurs on {1 1 0} polar diagrams for an orientation corresponding to the {1 1 1}B 
. Owing to the anisotropy ratio the duration of etching in the case of profiles (g) and (h) ({1 1 1}B surface) is divided by 2. 
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absence of experimental values for inclination angles that make cross-sectional profiles related to {1 1 1}A surfaces does not allow us to proceed with a meaningful discussion.
Micromachined Structures
It might also be of interest to follow the changes in shape of micromachined membranes and mesa with the geometry of the dissolution slowness surface. Effectively the etching shape of the micromachined structure can be more easily correlated [18-20, 25, 26] to the presence of protuberances and of valleys in the dissolution slowness surface if we start with circular masks. Effectively in this case the simulator works with the whole dissolution slowness because we are concerned with complete 3D etching shapes [18] [19] [20] . So in terms of dissolution criteria, facets that bound membranes correspond to peaks of the dissolution slowness surface whereas facets that limit mesa and cause the convex undercutting are connected with valleys [18-20, 25, 28, 29] . Moreover, attempts are made to identify the type of anisotropy (type 1 or type 2) that affect the micromachining of GaAs structures. Let us recall that an anisotropy of type 1 [20] is caused by the presence of very accentuated protuberances in the dissolution slowness surface associated with {1 1 1} facets and by the simultaneous existence of valleys. So an anisotropy of type 1 results in marked concave and convex undercutting when we micromachine ''circular'' membranes and mesa, respectively. In contrast an anisotropy of type 2 firstly causes no marked convex undercutting (mesa) and secondly, produces membranes with nearly circular top contour. Anisotropy of type 1 and of type 2 describe behaviors observed for silicon [18-20, 25, 26, 28, 29] and quartz [30] crystals, respectively. Some theoretical shapes of membranes and mesa etched in (1 0 0), (1 1 0) and {1 1 1} surfaces are shown in Figures 13-16 . Taking into account the elements of symmetry of GaAs crystal (h1 0 0i and h1 1 1i directions are 4 4 and 3 axes, respectively, {1 1 0} planes are mirror planes) only half-structures are represented in these figures. Several conclusions arise from these figures:
(i) {1 1 1} facets limit (0 0 1) membranes. One facet possesses an outward normal. The other facet with an inward normal forms a sharp edge (a sharp edge is denoted as SP in the figures or is repaired by a dotted arrow) beneath the mask. This remark remains valid for the four laws, so taking into account the discussion made in Section 3.3 we infer that shoulders of (0 0 1) membranes are {1 1 1}A facets. (ii) The convex corner undercutting for (0 0 1) mesa depends on the accentuation of minima (valleys) of the dissolution slowness surface. Effectively it is more marked for laws 3 and 4 than for law 1 (compare the polar plots of Figs 6 and 7) . Evolution in the shape for (1 1 0) and {1 1 1} mesa calls for a similar remark. (iii) If we look at (1 1 0) structures we observe for some laws (laws 2 and 3) the development of a supplementary facet ( f S on Fig. 15 ) that intersects the reference (1 1 0) surface along a h1 1 0i direction. So this facet can be identified with a {111}B facet because for these two laws a {1 1 1}B facet is associated with a secondary maximum that can be easily distinguished on the (1 1 0) polar diagrams of Figures 6 and 7. (iv) The lateral extent of shoulders bordering the {1 1 1}B mesa and membranes is found to depend strongly on the geometry of the different dissolution slowness surfaces. The 3D shapes are derived from the simulator TENSOSIM using law 2 for the database.
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(v) The upper contours of membranes and mesa are not exclusively composed of linear segments in contrast with the behavior observed for such structures micromachined in silicon surfaces. In fact we are concerned either with rounded contours (laws 1 and 4) or with partly rounded contours (laws 2 and 3). So the anisotropy seems to be closer from an anisotropy of type 2 than from an anisotropy of type 1. We regret the absence of published images for structures micromachined in GaAs surfaces that does not allow us to proceed with the discussion. In this paper we propose an analytical equation for the dissolution slowness surface of crystals that belong to the crystallographic class ( 4 4 3 m). This equation involves orientation functions that pass through extrema for a limited number of orientations. The main orientations are {1 0 0}, {1 1 0} and {1 1 1} surfaces. Several databases composed of dissolution constants are proposed that seem in relative agreement with previous experimental results. The simulator TENSOSIM was used to derive theoretical cross-sectional shapes for grooves aligned along specified directions. It is shown that for (0 0 1) grooves it is possible to account for experimental observations by modifying the anisotropy ratio. Moreover for grooves etched in {1 1 0} and {1 1 1} surfaces some theoretical results are not far from experiments.
A relatively moderate convex corner undercutting affects mesa as expected for a dissolution process governed by orientation, but for which deviations between amplitudes of successive extrema in the dissolution slowness surface are considerably less marked than for the silicon crystal. It is clear now that to draw final conclusions we have to study experimentally the etching of the GaAs crystal in various etching systems. This relatively long study will be reported in a future paper.
